
SonicWhiteOut
Shoegaze meets Wave & Electropop 

The German duo is the result of a chance meeting by two individuals with very 
different musical roots who found they both had a deep affection for the new 

wave sounds of the 1980s.  The SonicWhiteOut studio project evolved into a live 
band as the guys experimented with exotic sounds from vintage Russian synths, 
e-bowed” guitars and broken studio-effects.  The goal was to combine vintage 

and modern into one all encompassing sound, which felt like ..home..
“SonicWhiteOut is the constant, restless and never-ending search for tunes and 

words, surging to describe our intimate sentiments between fortune and fear, 
anger and madness, when ..again and again.. The outer and inner worlds collide”.  

Others say we defy genre definitions and style limitations; truly refusing to get 
stuck in a box. Singles such as Wheel Of Sound are a great example of how 
SonicWhiteOut can keep things simple and direct, yet fuel their music with 

eclectic and innovative ideas - The right balance between experimentalism and 
catchy appeal; not unlike artists such as The NoTwist or Nine Inch Nails, but with 

a definitively brighter and more open and uplifting feel. If I were to make a 
comparison, I’d say that this act falls somewhere in between The Postal Service 

and The Smiths. If you like electo-indiepop, you just can’t go wrong

SonicWhiteOut released their debut EP Crust and got pretty positive feedback
from a couple of Indie Music Blogs and music lovers over germany. The EP can be 

found with the usual suspects like Spotify, Deezer, AppleMusic etc
The first song of the upcoming CD Bound&Space got airplay from some local 
radio stations like WDR2 and a lot of attention in the web. With Dirk Riegner, 

SonicWhiteOut now found the ideal producer, who is able to perfectly polish the 
new songs and get them ready for everything exciting which might come during 

the next months ….

We love recording and working on the songs in the studio but the real 
action happens on stage. So we are always looking for cool gig-

oportunities. If you plan a special event and want to see us on your stage 
drop us a note under swo@mail.de or check our facebook page



SonicWhiteOut

„ ... Right away the sound brings listeners to 
some familiar sounds of the eighties. The 
songs have a unique sound that is dark and 
interesting. I happen to enjoy sounds like this, 
which remind me a bit of David Bowie and a 
hint of Depeche Mode....“ 

... The slow beat draws you in to haunting 
vocals. Any fan of new wave bands from the 

80s would love this. The sound draws me back 
to time of dark clubs filled with angst ridden 

youth ... 

„ ... The sound they’ve created is something 
unique blending electronic synths and drums 
with an indie-rock vibe. The musical stylings 
in this album flow perfectly with the high 
production value that clearly shines 
throughout....

Shoegaze meets Wave & Electropop
Some say in-between Nine Inch Nails and David Bowie 

Others say:


